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ABSTRACT —In a study of cobalt thin films, hysteresis loops, magne- 

tooptically determined, were displaced along the magnetization axis. This can 

be explained by assuming that an even magnetooptical effect is present. Use 

is made of observed displacements to evaluate this effect for different film 

thicknesses and deposition angles; if amounts to 30% of Kerr effect for 

films of 150 A‘ obtained by normal incidence. 

1 — EXPERIMENTAL 

Cobalt thin films were vacuum deposited on Corning ‘‘7059” 

glass slides. Evaporation was achieved by electron bombardment, 

and vacuum during deposition was better than 10~° Torr. 

Several sets of films were obtained, with thicknesses ranging 

from 150 to 1000 A, placing the substrates in such a way that, 

within each set, thickness was the same (+ 25A)) for all films, 

whilst 6 , angle of incidence of the flux on the substrate (deposition 

angle), was different for each one. 

Placing substrates at 50cm, or nearer, to the emitting focus, 

gave as a result, especially for those films obtained under high 

incidence, non-uniformity in thickness. However magnetooptical 

measurements were made of areas uniform within 5 % or less. 

Hysteresis loops were traced with the device sketched in Fig. 1. 

The film, located between the pole pieces of an electromagnet, 

with which fields up to + 5000 Oersted are applied, is parallel to 

the applied field and can be rotated around an axis perpendicular 

to it; it is thus possible to determine hysteresis loops along 

different directions in the plane of the films. This was necessary 
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because, due to oblique incidence, anisotropic properties were 

expected [1], [2], [8]. 

Reflectivity was measured at H = 5000 Oe and H = — 5000 Oe 

by noting voltage drop across resistance R of Fig. 1. 

Some samples were also measured by means of a vibrating 

sample magnetometer. 
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Fig. 1— Kerr effect device for the measurement of thin fitms 

      

White light from lamp L, reflected in the film under an angle of 60°, passes 

through calcite polarizer in P position and finally reaches a photodiode. 

Voltage across resistance R is thus proportional to the. reflectivity of the 

film, and because of the equatorial Kerr affect, proportional to its magneti- 

zation, This voltage is adequatcly processed and applied to the vertical 

axis of an XY recorder. 
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2— RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Magnetooptic measurements gave hysteresis loops displaced 

along the magnetization axis. The magnitude of these displacements 

is direction dependent, and shows a variation with angle of 

measurement with the same periodicity as coercive force, 

remanence and reflectivity. 
Hysteresis loops traced with a vibrating sample magnetometer 

were not displaced. Observed displacements would thus have to 

be ascribed to the magnetooptic method that was used. 

The simplest explanation of these displacements is to assume 

that we have, superposed on the equatorial Kerr effect, an even 

magnetooptical effect; that is, to assume that the apparent, or 

as measured, magnetization, », is given by 

w= Am? + Bm+tcC (1) 

where m is the actual magnetization. 

A, B and C are easily determined: Let » = +1 form =+1 

and » = (y,)+ for m=+m,, where (y,); and (y,)_ are 
(reduced) apparent remanences and m, is the actual (reduced) 

remanence. It follows that 

A =—C =—[ (ur) 4+ (e)-]/2C1—mt) , B= 1 
(2) 

m,= [Corda te) aly 2 

It is thus possible to correct displaced hysteresis loops. But the 

point is that the first of eqs. (2) allows us to evaluate the magnitude 

of the even magnetooptical effect that causes the displacement. 

In Fig. 2 we have mean values of A against deposition angle 

for different thicknesses. Straight lines are least squares fits in 

order to show tendencies: an increase of A with 6, except for the 

thinner films group (125-175A). 

It is to be noted that A values are relative, and that B is, as 

the second of eqs. (2) shows, arbitrarily made equal to unity. In 

order to arrive at ‘‘absolute’”’ values, let us recall that Bm, the 

second term of eq. (1), is the equatorial Kerr effect. Values for 
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this are given in Fig. 3, in which 8 , reduced reflectivity difference, 

is represented against thickness with 6 as a parameter. Curves 

are best fit approximations to experimental values. Orders of 
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Fig. 2 — Mean values of A vs. deposition angle for different thicknesses 

A is the magnitude of the even magnetooptical effect relative to the equato- 

rial Kerr effect taken as unity. Films were measured along twelve different 

directions in their plane. The average over the twelve directions is here given 

for each film vs. deposition angle. Straight lines are least squares fits showing 

tendencies for groups of films of similar thickness. 
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Fig. 3 — Reduced reflectivity difference vs. thickness for different values of 6. 

Reduced reflectivity difference is defined as § = (I, — I,)/I,, where I, and I, 
are reflected light intensities corresponding to saturation states, and I, reflec- 

ted light intensity for zero magnetization [4]. Curves are best fit approxima- 

tions to mean values of 8 over 12 directions in the plane of the film. 
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magnitude and shape of curves are in agreement with the work 

or Carey et al. [4]. 

A should be multiplied by the corresponding value of 8 in 

order to have a measure of the even magnetooptical effect 

allowing comparison between samples. In Fig. 4 we have §-A 
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Fig. 4— Even magnetooptical effect vs. thickness for different values of 4 

A is just a measure of the even magnetooptical effect relative to the equato- 

rial Kerr effect taken as unity. If each value of A is multiplied by the corre- 

sponding value of &, we have a measure of the effect that allows comparison 

between samples. A - 8 is represented vs. film thickness for different deposition 

angles. Curves are best fit approximations. 

against thickness for different 6’s. Experimental results can be 

seen to be somewhat dispersed, but the overall picture for the 

magnetooptical effect under consideration is clear: a) it is bigger 

for thinner films; b) it depends on the deposition angle under which 

the film was formed (higher for normal incidence for small 
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thicknesses, in the range 100-300 A, and higher for oblique 

incidence in the range 500-1000 A). 

The nature of even magnetooptical effects has been thoroughly 

studied by Krinchik et al. [5], [6], [7] and by Afonso [8]. A striking 

feature of these effects, pointed out as a “paradox” in Ref. [6], 

is that their maximum value should correspond to zero magnetiza- 

tion, whilst their minimum value (zero) corresponds to saturation. 

There is no such paradox. A term proportional to the magnetization 

squared has the same value for m = m, and for m = —m, ; which 

amounts to no relative effect at all. On the other hand, it is 

necessary to add a constant to the term in m? (otherwise, it 

would not be possible to have symmetry for m = + m, unless 

A=B=0). The effect is thus given by Am?+C=A [(M/M,)’— 1] 

with its maximum (absolute) value for M = 0. 
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